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Abstract
The quality of electrophysiological recordings varies a lot due to technical and biological variability and neuroscientists
inevitably have to select ‘‘good’’ recordings for further analyses. This procedure is time-consuming and prone to selection
biases. Here, we investigate replacing human decisions by a machine learning approach. We define 16 features, such as
spike height and width, select the most informative ones using a wrapper method and train a classifier to reproduce the
judgement of one of our expert electrophysiologists. Generalisation performance is then assessed on unseen data, classified
by the same or by another expert. We observe that the learning machine can be equally, if not more, consistent in its
judgements as individual experts amongst each other. Best performance is achieved for a limited number of informative
features; the optimal feature set being different from one data set to another. With 80–90% of correct judgements, the
performance of the system is very promising within the data sets of each expert but judgments are less reliable when it is
used across sets of recordings from different experts. We conclude that the proposed approach is relevant to the selection
of electrophysiological recordings, provided parameters are adjusted to different types of experiments and to individual
experimenters.
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Introduction
Electrophysiological recordings are widely used to evaluate how
nervous systems process information. Whereas up to about two
decades ago rather small data sets were acquired which were easy
to analyse manually, a rapid development of data acquisition and
storage techniques now allow to accumulate huge datasets within a
relatively short time and their analysis is often highly automated.
This trend tends to further accelerate with the introduction of
automated electrophysiology in ion channel discovery [1–3].
Nevertheless, an experienced electrophysiologist will typically still
examine recordings by hand, one by one, to evaluate which
recordings in a dataset will be suitable for exploitation by
automated analyses. This practice can be problematic in several
ways. Because it is based upon human judgement on a case-by-
case basis, data selection by manual inspection is liable to selection
or sampling bias; that is, a statistical error due to the selection of a
limited, non-representative, sample of the full neural population.
Although some statistical techniques aim at correcting for the
small number of recordings [4], the reliability of the selected data
remains problematic [5]. Different experimenters may select or
reject different recordings and their decisions can depend on
context, e.g. if a lower quality recording occurs among many very
high quality ones or among other low quality recordings.
A secondary problem with manual data inspection is the sheer
effort that is needed to classify large data sets. With ‘‘easy’’
experimental protocols, a strategy to keep only rapidly recogniz-
able ‘‘good’’ recordings can be used, but with complex experi-
mental protocols it is often time consuming to judge each
recording trace ‘‘by eye’’ and errors in the judgement can lead
either to a loss of recordings (if judged not sufficient although they
might be analysable), errors in results (if judged analysable
although they lack quality and hence lead to errors in the results)
or a waste of time (if judged analysable, but their quality proves
insufficient during analysis).
Many aspects of data analysis have undergone a process of
automation starting from filters [6] to spike detection [7] and
sorting [8–10], and from feature analysis of spike responses
[11,12], and inter-burst interval detection [13] in EEG recordings
to statistical analysis and visualisation [14].
However, the final judgement whether to include a recording
into the analysis or reject it as too low in quality or artefactual is
still reserved to the human researcher. Here, we begin to challenge
this established practice.
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To facilitate the choice of electrophysiological recording traces
for further analysis, and remove subjectivity from this process, we
propose an automated evaluation process based on machine
learning algorithms using examples of intracellular recordings
from central olfactory neurons in the insect brain.
In machine learning [15], in contrast to alternative, automated
expert systems [16], there is no rule-based decision for deciding
the class of an input, e.g. the quality of a recording, but the
distinction between classes are derived from examples. Rather
than setting specific limits on features like the spike height, width
and noise amplitude, examples of values of these features are made
available to the machine learning system together with the correct
classification of the recordings and the system extrapolates from
the examples to decide on new inputs. In this work we define 16
characteristics (features) of electrophysiological recordings and
encode a large number of recordings by the value of these 16
features as 16-dimensional feature vectors. The recordings are
classified by an experienced electrophysiologist into three classes of
‘‘good’’ (can be used for analysis), ‘‘intermediate’’ (may be used for
analysis but there are problems) and ‘‘bad’’ (not suitable for further
analysis). A subset of the recordings is then used to train the
machine learning classifier and this classifier can then be used to
predict the classification of the remaining or new recordings.
An important ingredient for successful application of machine
learning methods is feature selection [17,18]. It is well established
that for solving any particular problem, like the classification of
recording quality addressed here, it is important to only use the
features that are most relevant to the specific problem. Including
additional, non-relevant features into the process will degrade the
ability of the classifier to generalize to novel examples. However,
for any given problem, the optimal number and identity of features
are typically unknown. In this paper we use a so-called wrapper
method [19,20] of feature selection to determine the relevant
features: the classifier is trained and tested in cross-validation
[21,22] on all possible choices of features in a brute force




We used two data sets within the numerical analysis in this
work. Data set 1 was acquired by one of the authors (‘‘expert 1’’ in
what follows) and combines recordings from central olfactory
neurons in the antennal lobe of the noctuid moths Spodoptera
littoralis and Agrotis ipsilon. Data set 2 was acquired by another
author (‘‘expert 2’’ in what follows) and contained similar
recordings from A. ipsilon. Data set 1 consists of 183 recordings
and data set 2 of 549 recordings.
All recording traces were obtained with attempted intracellular
recordings with sharp glass electrodes of central olfactory neurons
within the antennal lobe of the two moth species. Each recording
trace was approximately 5 s in duration. A species-specific sex
pheromone stimulus (varying doses for different traces) was applied
1.5 s after the onset of the recording for 0.5 s.
For the purpose of this work on automatic data quality
assessment, the ground truth for the data quality of the used
Figure 1. Illustration of the calculation of spike height, spike width and noise amplitude. A) Spike height and width: The blue trace
represents the original voltage data with small blue markers indicating the sampling. The red line is the moving average, which is used in spike
detection. The black horizontal line represents the baseline value that is calculated by averaging the membrane potential in windows to the left and
the right of the spike. The spike height is determined as the difference of the maximal voltage value of the spike and the baseline value. The spike
width is measured as the distance of the two closest measurements below the half-height of the spike. B) Short time scale noise amplitude: The
difference is taken between the original membrane potential measurement Vm and the filtered membrane potential measurement Vavg (moving
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vuut , (1) e.g. the noise level at the arrowhead is calculated from the marked interval of 2 filter
lengths. The areas of 2 maximal spike widths (263 ms) around every detected spike are excluded from this calculation and the local noise level is
undefined in these areas around spikes.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0080838.g001
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recordings was established by visual inspection by two experts.
They classified the recordings in 3 categories: ‘‘bad’’, ‘‘interme-
diate’’ and ‘‘good’’ as defined in the introduction. Expert 19s
classification resulted in 29 bad, 54 intermediate and 100 good
recordings for data set 1 and 90 bad, 130 intermediate and 329
good recordings for data set 2. Expert 29s classification resulted in
20 bad, 39 intermediate, and 124 good recordings in data set 1
and 178 bad, 75 intermediate, and 296 good recordings in data set
2. Exemplary plots of the data are provided in Data S1.
Candidate Features
In order to enable a machine classifier to make decisions about
the quality of recordings it needs access to the relevant properties
of the data. We defined 16 such properties that we call features.
The data are first pre-processed with filters and a rule-based spike
detection algorithm. If recorded with different gain factors during
data acquisition, the recorded membrane potential V(t) was
multiplied by the gain factor to achieve a common scale for all
recordings (e.g. mV). For the purpose of spike detection, V(t) was
then filtered with a moving average of window size 3 ms. Candidate
spike events were detected based on two threshold criteria on the
derivative of the filtered membrane potential. Detecting spikes
based on the derivative will automatically remove any occurring
plateau potentials and possible recording artefacts due to current
injections. In order to qualify as a candidate spike event, 3
consecutive derivatives need to be above the upward threshold hup
and within tspike,max = 3 ms, 3 consecutive derivatives need to be
below the downward threshold hdown. These conditions test for the
sharp rise and fall of the membrane potential around a spike and are
independent of the overall amplitude and baseline values. The
upward and downward derivative thresholds hup and hdown were
chosen as three times the 80th percentile and 3 times the 20th
percentile of all observed values of the derivative, respectively.
Deriving the threshold values from percentiles of observed values of
the derivative helps us to take into account if a sufficient number of
spikes are less steep due to current injections or other prolonged
excitation. Our manual controls of spike detection showed that this
strategy is vey reliable in finding all candidate spike events.
Figure 1 illustrates the characterization of spike features (Fig. 1A)
and local noise (Fig. 1B). The maximum of the candidate spike was
calculated as the maximum of V(t) (‘‘spike max’’ in Fig. 1A)
between the first crossing of the derivative above hup and the last
point where the derivative was below hdown and the time when this
maximum is attained defines the spike time tspike. The local
baseline value around the candidate spike was calculated as the
average membrane potential V(t) in the intervals [tspike –6 ms, tspike
–3 ms] and [tspike +3 ms, tspike +6 ms] (black horizontal line in
Fig. 1A). The spike height is then given by the difference between
the maximum membrane potential and this local baseline.
To eventually be accepted as a spike event, some additional
conditions have to be met: (i) there are points within 3 ms before
and after the spike time where the membrane potential is lower
than the half height of the spike, and (ii) the spike height has more
than half the 95th percentile of all observed spike heights. The first
rule excludes certain artefacts, where there is mainly a step up or
step down of the recorded potential and the second rule excludes
Table 1. Full set of considered features of recordings.
Feature name Definition/Method of calculation
1 Mean spike height Spike heights are calculated for each spike event as described above as the difference between the maximum value and
the local baseline.
2 Mean spike width The width of spikes is determined as the time difference between the two closest points before and after tspike that are less
than half of the spike amplitude above local baseline.
3 CV of spike height Standard deviation of spike height divided by the mean spike height.
4 CV of spike width Standard deviation of spike width divided by the mean spike width.
5 Mean baseline voltage Average of all values of the filtered membrane potential that lie between the 5th and 95th percentiles, assuming that this
will capture typical values outside spike events.
6 Std of baseline Standard deviation of the filtered membrane potential values that lie between the 5th and 95th percentiles.
7 Short timescale noise We calculate the Euclidean distance between the membrane potential values and the filtered membrane potential in time
intervals of twice the filter length of 3 ms (illustrated in Fig. 1B as the green area). For the purpose of this calculation,
sections of the membrane potential that constitute detected spikes are omitted (‘‘excluded’’ in Fig. 1B). The value of this
distance at each time point is interpreted as the short timescale noise at this time. We then take the mean value across the
recording.
8 Std of noise level Standard deviation of the short timescale noise across the recording.
9 Drift of spike height Slope of a linear regression for the spike height as a function of the spike time. The slope of this regression is interpreted as
a drift in the spike height over time, which may be caused by deteriorating recording quality.
10 Drift of spike width Slope of a linear regression for the spike width as a function of the spike time. Non-zero values can be interpreted as an
indicator of decreasing health of the recorded neuron.
11 Drift of noise amplitude Slope of a linear regression on the short timescale noise as a function of time, which we interpret as a drift of the noise
amplitude reflecting whether the recording quality may be measurably decreasing (or increasing) over the duration of the
measurement.
12 Minimum ISI Minimal inter-spike interval (ISI) between all confirmed spike events.
13 Maximum spike slope Mean of the maximal values of the derivative of the filtered voltage around each spike (between threshold crossings).
14 Minimum spike slope Mean value of the steepest decline of the filtered membrane potential during the falling phase of each spike (between
threshold crossings).
15 Std of maximum spike slope Standard deviation of the maximum slopes of all observed spikes.
16 Std of minimum spike slope Standard deviation of the set of values observed for the minimum slope around each spike.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0080838.t001
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small secondary events like secondary spikes from other neurons
(Note, that even though these are intra-cellular recordings, spikes
from other neurons can potentially be present due to either strong
coupling by gap junctions, recording electrodes contacting more
than one cell or the existence of multiple spike initiation zones
[23,24].) or mere EPSPs.
The 16 features of a recording that we consider in the following
are based on the detected spike events as well as on general
properties of the full bandwidth V(t) signal. They are summarized
in table 1 and Figure 1A,B. Automatic feature extraction was
performed with Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA) and takes about
21 minutes for the larger of our data sets (549 recordings). The
Matlab tools for automatic feature extraction are provided as
supplementary material (Toolbox S1).
Distributions
The statistical distributions of feature values are shown as
histograms (20 bins) in a range that includes the 5th to the 95th
percentile of observed values (i.e. excluding extreme outliers if
there are any). Statistically significant differences between distri-
butions were determined by Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests with
Bonferroni correction for multiple pairwise tests at 5% and 1%
significance levels.
Crossvalidation and Classification Method
Crossvalidation is used to assess the success of a classification
method when no separate test set is available. The data set of
interest is split repeatedly into a training and testing portion and
the performance of the classification algorithm is assessed on these
different splits. We use 10-fold crossvalidation, in which the data is
split into a 90% training set and 10% left out samples for testing.
The split is chosen randomly, but such that after 10 repeats, all
samples have been left out once. If not stated otherwise we repeat
the full 10-fold crossvalidation 50 times with independent random
splits.
As classifiers we used linear support vector machines (SVMs)
[25]. SVMs are known to perform competitively in a number of
applications. We decided to employ a linear SVM to avoid
introducing additional meta-parameters such as a kernel degree or
parameters of radial basis functions and, importantly, to limit the
risk of over-fitting, which is higher in non-linear SVMs when the
data is high dimensional. To avoid infinite iterations, which occur
in rare cases with minimal features (which arguably are not even
particularly interesting), we limited the learning iterations of the
SVM algorithm to 104 steps. We checked with unlimited learning
iterations (with a ceiling of 106 iterations in two rare cases where
otherwise apparently infinite iterations occurred) and observed no
discernible differences in the results.
For the cost parameter of the linear SVM we used C=512.
Repeated runs with C=8, 32, and 128 gave similar results.
Wrapper Approach to Feature Selection
The wrapper approach to feature selection is a brute force
method in which all possible choices of features are tested with
Figure 2. Overview of the observed distributions of feature values for data set 1. The value distributions are shown separately for
recordings that were classified as good (red), intermediate (green) or bad (blue) by expert 1. We have compared the distributions with Kolmogorov-
Smirnov tests and found that many but not all distributions differ significantly on significance level a=0.05 (one star) or a=0.01 (two stars). We note
that the distributions between intermediate and bad recordings rarely differ significantly but often both do differ from the good recordings.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0080838.g002
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respect to the performance of classification in crossvalidation based
on each feature choice. Here, there are 16 possible features
allowing 216 – 1 potential choices for the group of used features.
We call a particular choice of features, e.g. features (1, 4, 9, 11) a
feature set and the number of employed features, 4 in this
example, the size of the feature set. Most results will be reported
separately for feature sets of different sizes.
The wrapper features selection was executed on the in-house
computer cluster of the University of Sussex in separate processes
for each feature set size. Computation times varied from 20 s for
feature sets of size 16 to about 3.5 days for feature sets of size 7–9.
The normal wrapper approach of feature selection with
crossvalidation is prone to the following over-fitting effect: we
typically test all possible feature sets in crossvalidation and then
report the best observed performance and identify the feature set
that obtained this performance. If this best-performing feature set
is interpreted as the optimal feature choice for the problem at
hand one is exposed to the selection bias of potentially identifying
Figure 3. Overview of the observed distributions of feature values for data set 2. The conventions are as in Figure 3. We note that for this
data set the differences of feature value distributions are even more pronounced.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0080838.g003
Figure 4. Principal component analysis in the 16 dimensional feature space. The plots display the first two principal components of all
considered recordings in data set 1 (A) and data set 2 (B). Each point represents one recording and is colour coded as a good (red), intermediate
(green) or bad (blue) recording, according to evaluation by researcher 1. We note that there is a systematic structure to the clouds of points
representing the three recording qualities but the clusters are not fully separated.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0080838.g004
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a feature set where the crossvalidation procedure (which contains a
random element) worked particularly well by chance. This bias is
particularly strong when a large number of feature sets with very
similar quality are compared. To avoid this bias and, without using
truly novel test data, get a realistic estimate of how well one would
do when using a wrapper method for feature selection, we devised
a two-stage-leave-one-out crossvalidation procedure. In the first
stage, one recording is left out and the remaining training set of
n21 recordings is used for a full wrapper feature selection with
crossvalidation. This involves choosing feature sets and evaluating
them in crossvalidation, i.e. leaving out another recording, training
a classifier on the resulting training set with n22 recordings and
testing it on the left out recording. For full crossvalidation, this
procedure is repeated until all n21 recordings have been left out.
We then use the top10 best feature sets (see below for a definition
of the top10 group) and train corresponding classifiers on the
‘‘full’’ training set of n21 recordings. The resulting classifiers are
then finally used for predicting the class of the originally left out
Figure 5. Crossvalidation performance as a function of the number of chosen features. The boxplots represent the distribution of
observed fraction of correct classification for all feature choices of n features, with n ranging from 1 feature (top line) to all 16 features (bottom), see
labels in the middle column. The colour bars indicate the performance for the best, worst, top10 (see main text for definition) and median feature
choice. Panel A and C show the performances for classifying all three categories of good, intermediate and bad for data set 1 (A) and data set 2 (C).
Panels B and D show the results for classifying ‘‘good’’ against the combined category of ‘‘intermediate or bad’’.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0080838.g005
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recording. This procedure is repeated until all recordings have
been left out once in stage one.
Results and Discussion
Statistical Distributions of Feature Values in the Data Sets
We calculated the values of all 16 features on the two data sets
and plotted the distribution of observed values separately for each
group of bad (blue), intermediate (green) and good (red)
recordings, as judged by expert 1 (Fig. 2, 3). The quantities
plotted are noted in each graph. The plots report relative
occurrence within each group rather than absolute numbers to
take into account the different group sizes (100 good, 54
intermediate, and 29 bad recordings in data set 1 and 329 good,
130 intermediate and 90 bad in data set 2).
The plots reveal noticeable differences between distributions of
feature values for good recordings and intermediate or bad
recordings, e.g. for the mean spike height or the CV of the spike
Figure 6. Comparison of individual predictions of expert 1 and the machine learning classifier 6–2133. (The feature sets are labeled by
their size, here 6 features, and then enumerated from 0 to N–1, where N is the maximal number of feature choices for the given size. The feature set
used here is number 2133 out of a total of 8008 possible choices.) for data set 1. A) Match of the predictions of human expert and machine. The
recordings are ordered from the recording with the worst mismatch between expert 1 and the 50 times repeated 10-fold crossvalidation with 6–2133
on the left to the ones with the least mismatch on the right. The colour represents the percentage of crossvalidation runs where machine and human
prediction match scaling from blue (0% match) to dark red (100% match). The 3-row prediction matrices show the details of how often individual
recordings (x-axis) were recognised as the three classes (y-axis). The colour scale is the same as for the performance. B)–G) Raw data plots of the three
most problematic recordings, where blue lines are the voltage data, red lines the filtered voltage data, red dots the top of detected spikes, and green
dots the half-height of spikes, shown at spike time +/2 half spike width. Panels C and D are detailed plots of two relevant regions of recording#92 as
indicated by arrowheads in B. The inset in F and panel G are details of two relevant regions of recording #89 as indicated by arrowheads in F.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0080838.g006
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height. To test this observation formally, we performed pairwise
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests with a Bonferroni correction for
multiple statistical tests on a 5% significance level (one star in
Figures 2 and 3) and 1% significance level (two stars in the
Figures). We find that many features show significant differences
between the distributions for good and bad recordings and
between distributions for good and intermediate recordings. The
main features with highly significant differences in both data sets
are spike height, CV of spike height, CV of spike width, minimum
and maximum spike slope, and standard deviations of minimum
and maximum spike slope (see relevant panels in Fig. 2, 3).
The distributions for bad and intermediate recordings rarely
differ significantly but more so in data set 2 than in data set 1. It is
worth noting that the different numbers of recordings for the three
categories imply that the power of the KS test will be different for
the various comparisons and hence in some cases differences
between intermediate and bad recordings are not significant even
though they are visible to the eye (Fig. 2, 3).
To further analyse whether the observed differences in the
distributions of feature values for the three different categories
result in a clear cluster structure in the 16 dimensional feature
space that would be amenable to standard machine learning
algorithms for classifying new recordings of unknown quality, we
performed a principal component analysis. The results are
illustrated in Figure 4. The two first principal components account
for 36.2% and 19.7% of the total variance in data set 1 and 49.9%
and 18.2% for data set 2, indicating that data set 2 has a lower-
dimensional structure in the 16 dimensional feature space that can
be captured more easily in two principal components.
We observe some visible differences between good recordings
and the rest, but clusters are not particularly well defined in either
data set. Especially intermediate and bad recordings seem very
intermingled (Fig. 4). This suggests that building a machine
learning system for automatic detection of recording quality may
not be trivial.
From the statistical analysis we can conclude that most of the
chosen features are informative for distinguishing the quality of
recordings. We would expect that when assessed for their
suitability in a machine learning approach to predicting recording
quality the features that gave rise to the most significant differences
between recordings of differing quality would be the best
candidates. We will re-examine this question in the framework
of a wrapper feature selection method below.
Feature Selection and Classification
The problem of not well-separated classes is common in
machine learning and one of the most important elements of a
successful machine learning system is the selection of a subset of
the most relevant features and the omission of the less informative
or misleading ones. Here we used a standard approach to this
problem, a so-called wrapper method. In brief, in a wrapper
approach to feature selection all possible subsets of features are
tested with the employed classifier on the training set, usually in
crossvalidation (see Methods). The feature set with the best
prediction performance in crossvalidation is chosen for the final
classifier, which is then tested on a separate test set.
We performed wrapper feature selection on all possible subsets
of the 16 defined features, a total of 216–1= 65535 possible
selections. As a classifier we used a linear support vector machine
(SVM). Figure 5 shows the performance for the two data sets.
Performance values are grouped by the size of the employed
feature sets, i.e. size 1 indicates only one feature was used and size
16 means that all features were used. The performance of the
classifier is expressed as the percentage of correct predictions, i.e.,
90% performance would mean that the classifier predicted for
90% of the recordings the true quality value (as provided earlier by
expert 1). We here report the best performance for any of the
feature choices, the worst observed performance, the median of
the observed performance values and the average performance of
the ‘‘top10’’ group of choices (see vertical colour bars in Figure 5).
The top10 group is defined as the 10 best performing choices, or,
for smaller numbers of overall available choices (e.g. when
choosing 15 out of 16 features, etc.), the performance of the best
10% of choices, but always of at least one choice. Using 10-fold
crossvalidation we observed that in data set 1 (Fig. 5A) the best
Figure 7. Distributions of the occurrence of individual features in the top10 feature groups for each given size of the feature set
from 1 (top left panel) to 16 (bottom right panel) features. If a single feature is used, feature 4 (CV of spike width) is best for data set 1 (A) and
feature 14 (minimum spike slope) for data set 2 (B), but when using 2 or more features, combinations involving other features work best. The highly
successful feature sets between 5 to 10 features (second row) show some commonalities in that for data set 1 (A) features 8 (std of noise level) and 13
(maximum spike slope) are always included and for data set 2 (B) features 1 (mean spike height), 3 (CV of spike height), 8 (std of noise level) and 14
(minimum spike slope) play a dominant role. It is noteworthy that observations reported here do not seem to generalize well between the two data
sets used in this study.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0080838.g007
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performance was maximal when using 6 features and led to 77.5%
correct predictions. The maximal average performance of the
‘‘top10’’ groups was 76.8% when using 7 features. In data set 2
(Fig. 5C) we find optimal performance of 87.4% when using 8
features and best average performance of the top10 group of
87.1% when using 10 features. This compares to the following
chance levels: In data set 1, for fully random guesses of equal
probability, the expected performance would be 33.3%, for
guessing proportional to the abundance of the three classes,
41.1% and if guessing that recordings are always of class ‘‘good’’,
55%. In data set 2 the corresponding chance levels are 33.3%
(random), 44.2% (proportional) and 60% (guessing ‘‘good’’).
For data set 1, the set of features that was performing best
consisted of 6 features: (1, 4, 8, 12, 13, 16), and for data set 2 of the
8 features (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 13, 14, 15). We note that the spike height
(feature 1) and the CV of the spike width (feature 4), as well as, the
maximum spike slope (feature 13) are common to both feature sets.
Comparing to the statistics shown in Figures 2 and 3, the
distributions of feature values for these three features do show
visible and significant differences in both data sets. Conversely, the
standard deviation of the baseline is not a chosen feature in either
Figure 8. Performance of training classifiers and choosing features on data set 1 and predicting the quality of recordings in data set
2 for the 3-class problem (A) and the 2-class problem (B). The most relevant data are the performance of choosing the best feature set as
observed in crossvalidation on data set 1 (blue), training a classifier using this feature set on data set 1 and then predicting the qualities in data set 2
(‘‘best across’’, yellow), the average results of doing so with the members of the top10 group as determined on data set 1 (‘‘top10 across’’, purple) and
the result of using a voting scheme within the feature sets of the top10 group (‘‘top10 voting’’, black). Note that for three classes the voting
mechanism delivers good performance for 13 dimensional feature sets, while for the 2-class problem 6–8 features appear to be optimal and provide
good performance (arrowheads). The red lines show the performance of the top10 feature sets in normal crossvalidation on data set 1. And the green
line of the worst feature set. The orange line shows the observed performance of a top10 group of feature sets that are chosen and tested in a two-
fold crossvalidation procedure (see methods) and in a sense gives the most accurate prediction of how good a system would do strictly within data
set 1. C) Distribution of prediction performance in the two-fold cross-validation procedure with wrapper feature selection on data set 1 resolved by
individual recording. The histogram shows how many recordings lead to the performance values marked along the x-axis when being the left out and
later classified example in the two-fold crossvalidation. The performance in this context was based on the 10 best feature sets (regardless of size) as
found in wrapper feature selection on the n21 data set.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0080838.g008
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case, which appears to correspond with the observation that the
value distributions for this feature are not very different between
classes. Beyond these obvious observations, however, it is hard to
predict by manual inspection of the value distributions which
combination of features may be particularly successful, necessitat-
ing the exhaustive wrapper approach.
To further test the idea that features 1, 4 and 13 are particularly
useful, we inspected the performance of all feature sets that contain
all three of these and compared them to the performance of
feature sets that do not contain them all. We observe that for data
set 1 and feature sets with more than 4 and less than 14 elements,
the average performance of the sets containing the three features is
significantly higher than of the sets not containing all of them (1-
way unbalanced ANOVA, P,1024 or less). For data set 2,
however, we do not see such a significant effect, even though the
performance of the feature sets containing all three features
visually appears higher for most feature set sizes (data not shown).
Finally, on their own, the three features lead to a performance of
68.1% (3 classes), 87.1% (2 classes) in data set 1 and 76.7% (3
classes), 78.3% (2 classes) in data set 2.
When analysing the errors being made by the classifier using the
above best feature choice of size 6 (Fig. 6) we note that there are 3
specific recordings for which predictions are opposite to human
judgement (i.e. predicting ‘‘bad’’ when the ground truth was
‘‘good’’ or predicting ‘‘good’’ when it was ‘‘bad’’) and consistently
so across repeated crossvalidation runs (Fig. 6A, arrowheads). We
inspected these recordings (#89, #92 and #106 in our data set 1)
manually (Fig. 6B–G) and found clear reasons for the discrepancy
that elucidate the remaining limitations of the automated system.
Recording #92 contains a large artefact and no obvious spikes;
it is therefore classified as ‘‘bad’’ by the human expert. The
preprocessing picked up both the artefact and many small, but
very consistent spikes (Fig. 6 C,D). Because of the reliance on
percentiles (aimed at limiting the impact of potential artefacts), the
recording is predicted to be good by the machine based on the
many small spikes.
Recording #106 also contains artefacts, in this case an unstable
baseline voltage that might compromise reliable spike detection
(Figure 6E). It was therefore judged to be ‘‘bad’’ by expert 1.
However, the automatic system detects spikes quite reliably and of
consistent amplitude and because the standard deviation of the
baseline (feature 6) is not included in the feature set employed
here, the automatic system classifies the recording as ‘‘good’’.
The third example, recording #89, contains four clear spikes
(Fig. 6F, inset) and was judged to be good by expert 1. However,
the automatic system detects secondary, very small spikes
(Figure 6G), which are not excluded by the spike eligibility rules
(see Methods) because those are based on percentiles and four
large spikes are not sufficiently many to trigger the exclusion rules
for the spike height. As a result, the calculated features have large
values for the standard deviations of spike height and spike width,
the latter of which is included in our best-performing feature set –
a likely reason for the observed ‘‘bad’’ classification.
Apart from the three discussed examples, all other mistakes are
between good and intermediate or between bad and intermediate,
the latter ones being about twice as frequent. This is consistent
with the observed differences in the statistical distributions of
feature values and suggests that the distinction between interme-
diate and bad recordings is the most difficult. Accordingly, if we
combine intermediate and bad recordings into one class of
unacceptable recordings and ask the same question of classifying
the data quality but now only into the two categories ‘‘good’’ and
‘‘unacceptable’’, we observe much higher classification success
(Fig. 5B,D).
Overall success rates of almost 80% for the three class problem
and over 90% for the two class problem make the automatic
Table 2. Human and machine judgements on data set 1.a
Classification expert 1 Classification expert 2 Classification 6/2133
Two-fold crossvalidation
top10 voting
Classification expert 1 1 0.70 0.73 0.69
Classification expert 2 0.70 1 0.68 0.65
Classification 6/2133 0.73 0.68 1 0.80
Two-fold crossvalidation
top10 voting
0.69 0.65 0.80 1
aCorrelation between the prediction vectors (bad =21, intermediate = 0, good= 1).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0080838.t002
Table 3. Human and machine judgements on data set 2.a
Classification expert 1 Classification expert 2 Classification 8/141
Classification top10 voting
acrossb
Classification expert 1 1 0.70 0.85 0.73
Classification expert 2 0.70 1 0.68 0.53
Classification 8/141 0.85 0.68 1 0.69
Classification top10 voting
acrossb
0.73 0.53 0.69 1
aCorrelation between the prediction vectors (bad =21, intermediate = 0, good= 1).
bThe last column and row show the correlation to the result of feature selection and training on data set 1 and then predicting data set 2 with all members of the top10
group of size 13 (the one performing best, see Figure 8).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0080838.t003
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system attractive for research areas where high volumes of data
need to be processed. Furthermore, the low error rate between the
extremes of good and bad makes the system fairly safe to use. One
strategy of using it would be to rely on the two class system and
keep all recordings with a ‘‘good’’ rating. Alternatively, one could
additionally use the three class system to identify candidates for
intermediate quality and manually inspect them to maximise the
usable recordings. Optimally one would want to design a system
that is particularly geared towards identifying the distinction
between ‘‘intermediate’’ and ‘‘bad’’; however, the statistics for the
feature values (Fig. 2,3) and our classification results indicate that
this is the hardest part of the problem.
Feature Use Statistics
Having tried all possible combinations of features we now can
ask which features are the most useful for the classification of
recording quality. We built the distribution of how often particular
features where used in the ‘top10’ groups in the experiments with
data sets 1 and 2. The results are illustrated in Figure 7.
Interestingly, the most successful features differ for the two data
sets, indicating that individual feature selection may be necessary
for different experimenters, and likely also for different types of
experiments (see also ‘testing across data sets’ below). However,
the distributions do have in common that for small feature sets of
2–4 features, there are no clear preferences but many combina-
tions of features seem to work similarly well. This appears to
indicate that several of the defined features are informative for the
quality of the recording and there is no one golden rule deriving
from only one or two central features. For larger feature sets of 5 to
8 features we notice that features (4, 8, 12, 13) seem to (almost)
always be used but with different combinations of other features,
indicating that these features seem to be the most salient for the
task.
Overall the wide spread of features used indicates, however, that
there are less dominant features in this application of machine
learning than in other domains [18]. Furthermore, the difference
in successful features for data set 1 and data set 2 might indicate
that the best features may depend on the experimenter and, to
speculate a bit further, likely on the nature of the preparation and
the experiments. The use of an automatic procedure for both
feature selection (wrapper method) and classification however
alleviates this problem as a data quality system could be fairly
quickly adjusted to novel experiments or preparations, simply by
providing a well-sized set of examples for different quality
recordings and the appropriate class labels based on human
judgement. From there on, the procedure can be fully automated.
Testing Across Data Sets
In a practical application one would choose features and train a
classifier on a reference data set to then automatically recognise
the recording quality in future recordings. To investigate the
performance of our machine learning system with wrapper feature
selection in this situation we choose the best-performing feature
sets in crossvalidation on data set 1, train a classifier for the best
and the top10 feature choices on data set 1 and classify all
recordings in data set 2 using the resulting classifiers.
Figure 8A illustrates our observations in the case of three classes
(bad, intermediate and good). If we use the single best feature set
we observe a classification performance around 60% (barely above
chance) on data set 2 (yellow line in Fig. 8A), where the ground
truth was assumed to be the manual classification of recording
quality by expert 1. This performance is observed for feature sets
of 10 or less features and then rapidly declines to markedly below
chance levels for systems using more features. It compares to
around 75% performance for best and top10 group in cross-
validation on data set 1 only (blue and red lines in Fig. 8A). The
average performance of using top10 group feature sets to train on
set 1 and predict set 2 shows a similar pattern (purple line in
Fig. 8A). We then also used a compound classifier based on a
majority vote of the classifiers trained based on each of the ‘top10’
feature sets (black line in Fig. 8A). This ‘‘voting classifier’’ performs
better than the individual ‘top10’ feature set based classifiers with a
marked best performance for 13 used features, above which
performance drops.
The reduced problem of only 2 classes of recording quality (with
intermediate and bad pooled together) shows a somewhat different
picture (Fig. 8B). Here, some of the classifiers based on the best
feature sets and top10 feature sets and of size 7 or less achieve
more respectable performances of 70 to 80% (yellow, purple and
black lines in Fig. 8B) and rapidly decline in performance for
larger feature sets. The compound voting classifier here performs
best for between 6 and 8 features (black line in Fig. 8B) and with
around 80% well above chance levels of 59%. This seems to
indicate that the simpler 2-class problem is more robustly solved
with less features while the more complex 3-class system needs
more features to distinguish all 3 classes.
In our testing across data sets we have made two separate
advances over the crossvalidation trials with the wrapper feature
selection reported above. We have used a true test set that was not
seen by the machine learning system until after feature selection
and building a classifier with the preferred feature choices has
been completed. We have also used data from one expert to
predict the data quality of recordings of a different expert. Overall,
we see a reduction in prediction accuracy but it is not clear which
of the two changes is mainly to blame. To unravel this potential
confound, we devised a two-fold crossvalidation procedure that
can be run within the data set of a single expert but avoids the
potential over-fitting when using a wrapper feature selection
approach. In the two-fold crossvalidation procedure, one record-
ing is left out from the data set and then the full wrapper feature
selection using crossvalidation (involving more leave-out record-
ings) is performed on the remaining ‘‘n21’’ recordings. We then
choose features and train a classifier on the n21 recordings to
eventually predict the quality of the originally left out recording
(see Methods for more details). We observe that the performance
of voting classifiers based on ‘top10’ feature groups is competitive
(Fig. 8A, orange line). In particular, for very small feature sets of 2
or 3 features, we observe above 73% correct results. When
compared to the 76–77% maximal success rate in the standard
wrapper method (red and blue lines in Fig. 8A), this suggests an
effect of over-fitting. However, when compared to the about 60%
performance seen in classification of data set 2 based on data set 1
(yellow, purple, black lines in Fig. 8A), a similarly strong, if not
stronger, effect of predicting across experts becomes apparent.
From this numerical experiment with twofold leave-one-out
crossvalidation we conclude that in the three class problem, we can
reasonably expect a 73% performance of fully correct predictions
when remaining within the recordings of a single expert.
The observed performances imply that misclassification occurs
in a few cases. It is interesting to ask whether these cases are due to
the classifiers being unreliable, i.e. misclassifying a given recording
occasionally but getting it right as well, or whether the failures are
due to particular recordings (for example the specific examples
discussed above in relationship with classifier 6–2133 in Figure 6)
that are consistently classified incorrectly. To address this question
more systematically we calculated for each individual recording
how often it was classified correctly in the 2-fold wrapper
classification procedure. The results are shown in Figure 8C.
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The histogram indicates clearly that there is a large majority of
recordings that are either always predicted correctly (right hand
side bar) or always predicted incorrectly (left hand side bar),
whereas there are only a few recordings where the repeated use of
the classifier method yields different results from trial to trial (bars
in the middle).
Another aspect of judging the performance of the automated
system is how its consistency of reproducing expert judgement
compares to the consistency of expert judgement between
individual experimenters. To obtain some insight into this problem
we compared the opinions of two experts against each other and
against one of the best machine classifiers. The results are shown
in tables 2 (data set 1) and 3 (data set 2). We observe that on both
data sets, the consistency among human experts and between
humans and machine are comparable. On data set 2 the machine
classifier even seems to be more consistent with expert 1(its trainer)
than is expert 2 with expert 1. When mixing training and
predictions from different data sets, however, the performance
drops measurably (last column in table 3).
Conclusions
We have presented a first attempt at using machine learning
methods for automatically judging the quality of electrophysiolog-
ical recordings. The proposed system is fully automated from data
pre-processing, feature extraction, feature selection, all the way to
a final classification decision so that, even though the employed
wrapper approach needs considerable computation time, there is
no burden on the time of the researcher for using a system like this.
While full automation suggests a degree of objectivity it is worth
keeping in mind that the human judgment on the training
examples plays a decisive role in the performance of the system.
Nevertheless, once features have been collected and a classifier has
been trained, the procedure is fully transparent and reproducible.
Authors using the method would only need to publish the feature
choices and support vectors of their classifier as supplementary
material to their publication to fully document the process of
choosing appropriate recordings.
We observed that the automatic system performs as consistently
compared to its trainer human expert as another human expert.
The success rates for reproducing the ‘‘ground truth’’ human
judgement were on the order of almost 80% for the three class
problem of distinguishing ‘‘bad’’, ‘‘intermediate’’ and ‘‘good’’
recordings and more than 90% for the reduced two class problem
of only distinguishing ‘‘good’’ versus ‘‘not good’’. These success
rates appear high enough to make the system useful for
applications with high data throughput.
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Data S1 PDF collection of example plots of the data
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